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In any map, the hydrographic network always appears in blue colour because this is the classic symbol used in mapping to represent rivers courses. 

However, the fact of seeing a drawn blue line does necessarily indicate the existence of water? In the Ports and especially in its southern slope, most of the 

rivers that are indicated on the maps rarely carry water, in these cases the blue line on the maps only indicates the path that water would follow. 

On the other hand if we look at the name of these rivers we realize that all of them, with some exceptions, are known as ravines. According to the Catalan-

Valencian-Balearic Dictionary a “barranc”(ravine) would be a "deep depression caused by rain or running water." This definition refers to the shape of the 

valley, deep and abrupt, which is dominated by the presence of vertical crags and slope breaks which are characteristic in this massif. This fact gives the 

ravines and more specifically their head springs an eminently erosive character, water erode the bedrock  and wash the sediments downstream. 



Another definition which also appears in the  same dictionary is “rambla”, seasonal stream. According to this dictionary it is a “bed of a river or a torrent 

covered with sand or stones from the floods”. This definition speaks of a key aspect, the materials stripped from the head springs of ravines after a flood are 

deposited downstream, forming a “rambla” or riverbed. “Rambles” are abundant in the plain of La Galera area. Once river courses have left the mountains 

and have lost their steep slopes, they become sedimentation areas and their beds are covered with sand and stones of different thickness. 

 

 

The two previous definitions explain two essential aspects of fluvial 

dynamics: the erosion and the sedimentation. But what do dictionaries 

say about the water regime of ravines? How and when do they carry 

water? In order to clarify this term it would be necessary to  go to the 

“torrent” entry in the dictionary which defines it as an "impetuous stream 

of water, especially that which is formed as a result of abundant rainfall". 

This definition makes reference to impetuosity and abundance. Often we 

hear talk of a flood as a sudden episode of increased flow of a 

watercourse. This would be the definition corresponding to the 

hydrological regime of the ravines of the Ports and  more specifically to 

those that are located in its southern slope. 
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The Ports ravines, except for some river with permanent water, carry water only when there are large periods of heavy rain; this happens when there is an 

easterly wind storm. It is during these phenomena when the ravines fill up, the springs and artesian aquifers flow and it seems that all mountain sheds water 

on all four sides. Unfortunately these weather phenomena are rare, it is still in the memory and in the marks on the ground, the east wind storm from 

September 2000.  



On that occasion the effects produced on the slopes were considerable, it was possible to see huge rockslides, blockages of bridges, uprooted large trees, 

etc. A clearly observable phenomenon was the alteration of the beds of ravines and rambles by being filled with materials, whether plants or minerals, 

washed down by the impetuosity of the flood. 

From that exceptional event an important conclusion can be drawn, the rate of change of the morphology of the ravines has two characteristics: on one side 

the enormous energy of water in some occasions is so strong that it is able to wash down huge amounts of material and on the other side, the frequency of 

these phenomena is slow. Many years can pass by without the ravines of the Ports seeing any modification in their usual shape. A “normal” rain does not 

change anything, or very little, however a rainfall as that of 2000 can cause radical effects.  

Another aspect to highlight is the network of ravines. If we look at the map there is a trait that stands out: the duality of forms. While the head springs of 

ravines have many courses with varying density, when these go into the plain of La Galera,  they come together in a single linear course before flowing into 

the river Ebro. An example of this is the ravine of La Galera which is formed by the union of the Vall ravine with the  Les Carroveres one, where dozens of 

small ravines flow into it, forming a single course  that does not receive any other contribution before flowing into river Ebro. 

 

 

Hydrographic network from the right bank sector of the Ebro between Xerta and Amposta. 

It is possible to observe the duality of forms of the network: dense and complex inside the Ports, linear and 

simple in the plain. 

Source: MDT i BTN-5m, Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya. 

 

 

 

 



The erosive processes which result from these characteristics affect large blocks of rock which are detached from crags and which are chaotically deposited 

in the head springs forming the so-called tormedes. Unstable slopes of rocks and soil are also affected causing landslides, material that once washed down 

by water will be deposited in riverbeds following an order defined by its size. Finally trees and fragments of plants which are washed by these landslides, will 

float on the impetuous water until they will be attached to any obstacle forming capricious accumulations of plant remains, the level of which is the 

indicator of the height reached by the torrent of water. 

Once the water level has lowered, the immediate landscape of ravines and rambles is exposed offering new perspectives and elements as signs of what has 

happened in this fluvial  domaine. Later the curious gaze of an artist at these trunks, roots and leave pendants, will reach ideas and arguments to create 

artistic elements inspired by the wild beauty of our ravines. 
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